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Abstract

Research on entity linking has considered a
broad range of text, including newswire, blogs
and web documents in multiple languages.
However, the problem of entity linking for
spoken language remains unexplored. Spo-
ken language obtained from automatic speech
recognition systems poses different types of
challenges for entity linking; transcription er-
rors can distort the context, and named entities
tend to have high error rates. We propose fea-
tures to mitigate these errors and evaluate the
impact of ASR errors on entity linking using
a new corpus of entity linked broadcast news
transcripts.

1 Introduction

Entity linking identifies for each textual mention
of an entity a corresponding entry contained in a
knowledge base, or indicates when no such entry
exits (NIL). Numerous studies have explored en-
tity linking in a wide range of domains, including
newswire (Milne and Witten, 2008; Mcnamee et al.,
2009; McNamee and Dang, 2009; Dredze et al.,
2010), blog posts (Ji et al., 2010), web pages (De-
martini et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2012), social media
(Cassidy et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2013a; Shen et al.,
2013; Liu et al., 2013), email (Gao et al., 2014) and
multi-lingual documents (Mayfield et al., 2011; Mc-
Namee et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). A common
theme across all these settings requires addressing
two difficulties in linking decisions: matching the
textual name mention to the form contained in the
knowledge base, and using contextual clues to dis-
ambiguate similar entities. However, all of these
studies have focused on written language, while

linking of spoken language remains untested. Yet
many intended applications of entity linking, such
as supporting search (Hachey et al., 2013) and iden-
tifying relevant sources for reports (He et al., 2010;
He et al., 2011), linking of spoken language is crit-
ical. Search results regularly include audio content
(e.g. YouTube) and numerous information sources
are audio recordings (e.g. media reports.) An evalu-
ation of entity linking for spoken language can help
clarify issues and challenges in this domain.

In addition to the two main challenges discussed
above, audio entity linking presents two parallel
difficulties that arise from automatic transcription
(ASR) of speech. First, the context can be both
shorter (than newswire formats) and contain ASR
errors, which can make the context of the mention
less like supporting material in the knowledge base.
Second, named entities are often more difficult to
recognize (Huang, 2005; Horlock and King, 2003);
they are often out-of-vocabulary and less common
overall in training data. This can mislead the name
matching techniques on which most entity linking
systems depend.

In this paper we consider the task of entity link-
ing for spoken language by evaluating linking on
transcripts of broadcast news. We select broadcast
news as a comparable domain of spoken language to
newswire documents, which have been the focus of
considerable research for entity linking (Mcnamee
et al., 2009; Ji et al., 2010). We chose this compara-
ble domain to focus on issues introduced because of
a transition to spoken language from written, as op-
posed to issues that arise from a general domain shift
associated with conversational speech, an issue that
has been previously studied in the shift from writ-
ten news to written conversations (weblogs, social
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media, etc.) (Baldwin et al., 2013; Han et al., 2013).
We proceed as follows. We first introduce a new

broadcast news dataset annotated for entity linking.
We then propose new features based on ASR output
to address the two sources of error specific to spo-
ken language: 1) context errors and shortening, 2)
name mention transcription errors. We then test our
features on the automated output of an ASR system
to validate our findings.

2 Entity Linked Spoken Language Data

We created entity linking annotations for HUB4
(Fiscus et al., 1997), a manually-transcribed broad-
cast news corpus. We used gold named entity anno-
tations from Parada et al. (2011), who manually an-
notated 9971 utterances with CONLL style (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003) named entities.
We selected 2140 person entities and obtained en-
tity linking decisions with regards to the TAC KBP
knowledge base (Mcnamee et al., 2009; Ji et al.,
2010), which contains 818,741 entries derived from
Wikipedia.

Annotations were initially obtained using Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (Callison-Burch and Dredze,
2010) using the same entity linking annotation
scheme as Mayfield et al. (2011). Turkers were
asked which of five provided Wikipedia articles
matched a person mention highlighted in a displayed
utterance. The provided Wikipedia articles were se-
lected based on token overlap between the mention
and article title, weighted by TFIDF. In addition to
selecting one of the five articles, turkers could select
“None of the above”, “Not enough information” or
“Not a person”. We collected one Turker annotation
per query and manually verified and corrected each
provided label. For mentions that were not matched
to an article, we verified that the article was not in
the KB, or manually assigned a KB entry otherwise.
Because we manually corrected each annotation,
mistakes and biases resulting from crowdsourced
annotations are not present in this corpus. Of the
2140 annotated mentions, 41% (n=887) were NIL,
compared to 54.6% in TAC-KBP 2010 (Ji et al.,
2010) and 57.1% in TAC-KBP 2009 (Mcnamee et
al., 2009). The named entity and linking annota-
tions can be found at https://github.com/
mdredze/speech_ner_entity_linking_

data/releases/tag/1.0.

We divided the 2140 mentions into 60% train
(n = 1283) and 40% test (n = 857.) We ensured
that the 1218 unique mention strings were disjoint
between the two sets, i.e. no mention in the test data
was observed during training.

Each instance is represented by the query (men-
tion string) and document context. Unlike written
articles, broadcast news does not indicate where one
topic starts and another ends. Therefore, we ex-
perimented with different size contexts by including
the utterance containing the name mention and up
to eight utterances before and after so long as they
occurred within 150 seconds of the start of the utter-
ance containing the name mention. We found that
five utterances before and after gave the highest av-
erage accuracy when using a standard set of features
on the reference transcript to perform entity linking;
we use this setting in the experiments below.

3 Entity Linking System

For entity linking, we use Slinky (Benton et al.,
2014), an entity linking system that uses parallel
processing of queries and candidates in a learned
cascade to achieve fast and accurate entity linking
performance. We use standard features from Mc-
Namee et al. (2012) as described in Benton et al.
(2014). For a query q composed of a context (mul-
tiple utterances) and a named entity string, Slinky
first triages (Dredze et al., 2010; McNamee et al.,
2012; Guo et al., 2013b) the query to identify a set of
candidates Cq in the knowledge base that may cor-
respond to the mention string. Up to 1000 candi-
dates are considered, though its usually much fewer.
The system then extracts features based on query
and candidate pairs and ranks them using a series
of classifiers. The candidates are then ordered by
their final scores; the highest ranking candidate is
selected as the system’s prediction. NIL is included
as a candidate for every query and is then ranked
by the system. For all training settings, we sweep
over hyper-parameters using 5-fold cross validation
on the training data to find the most accurate system.
Reported results are based on the test data.
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3.1 Spoken Language Features

ASR transcription errors pose a challenge for stan-
dard text processing features, which rely on textual
similarity to measure relatedness of both context and
entity mention strings. However, ASR errors are not
random; incorrectly decoded words may be phoneti-
cally similar to the original spoken words. This sug-
gests that similarity can still be captured by consid-
ering phonetic similarity.

We experiment with four feature types.

• Text: Our baseline system uses features based
on the text of the mention string and document.
We used the feature set presented by McNamee
et al. (2012) and used in Benton et al. (2014),
which was the best performing submission in the
TAC-KBP 2009 entity linking task. These fea-
tures include, among others, features that com-
pare the candidate entity name to the mention
string as well as the document’s terms to those
stored in the candidate’s description in the KB.
These include the dice coefficient, cosine simi-
larity (boolean and weighted), and proportion of
candidate tokens in the query document.

• Phone: Words in the document, mention string
as well as the knowledge base are represented
as phone sequences instead of text. We convert
all words to phones using a grapheme string to
phone (G2P) system.

• Metaphones: Two distinct phones can sound
similar, yet still appear different when match-
ing phones. Metaphones (Philips, 1990), a more
recent version of Soundex, map similar sound-
ing phones to the same representation. We con-
vert the phones used in the previous paragraph
to metaphones.

• Lattice: Expected word counts of the query doc-
ument from the ASR lattice. Extracted unigrams
are treated as a weighted bag-of-words for the
query document. We compute all the features
that use the query document’s content and weigh
them by the term’s expectation.

The features in each of the above sets depend on
their representation of the text (e.g. text, phone,
metaphone, lattice). Additionally, we include the
following features in all experiments: Bias features
that fire for all candidates, only non-NIL candidates,

and only NIL candidates; NIL features indicative of
being linked to no article in the knowledge base such
as the mention string is only 1 or 2 characters/tokens,
the number of candidates emitted by the triager; and
the Popularity (number of Wikipedia in-links) of the
candidate.

Triage The above feature sets change the ranking
of candidates. We also modified the triage methods
that produce Cq based on these new features. For
Text we used the triage methods of Mcnamee et al.
(2009): string similarity based on character/token
n-gram overlap, same acronym, exact match, etc.
Phone triage used the same heuristics but based on
phone representations of the mention strings and
candidate names. Metaphone triage worked as in
phone, but used metaphones. When two representa-
tions are used we take the union of their candidates.

G2P System For phone features we use a G2P sys-
tem based on the Sequitur G2P grapheme-phone-
converter (Bisani and Ney, 2008). We trained
the system on version 0.7a of CMUdict1 (stress
omitted from phone sequences, case-insensitive for
graphemes), by predicting the phoneme sequence of
an English token given its string (G2P). The lan-
guage model was a 9-gram model with modified
Kneser-Ney smoothing applied. For Phone features
we converted each token to its best phone repre-
sentation, where each phone, as well as diphthong,
is represented by a single character for similarity
matching.

4 Experiments

We evaluate reference transcripts and output from
two ASR systems run on our dataset (HUB4). We
use Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011) trained on the spoken
version of the Wall Street Journal corpus (Paul and
Baker, 1992).2 The first system (mono) relies on an
HMM whose hidden states are context-independent
phones. The second system (tri4b) uses an HMM
that outputs phones dependent on their immediate
left and right contexts. These systems respectively
achieve 70.6% and 50.7% WER over our training
set, where high error rates are likely due to a shift in
domain from primarily financial news to the wider

1http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
2Linguistic Data Consortium number LDC94S13A.
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Reference mono tri4b
WER - 71% 51%
Mention WER - 90% 63%
Mention Exact - 5% 22%
Text 0.77/0.77 0.44/0.48 0.56/0.55
Phone 0.77/0.79 0.42/0.45 0.47/0.46
Text+Phn 0.81/0.81 0.45/0.49 0.58/0.61*
Text+Phn+Latt - 0.45/0.49 0.59/0.60*
Metaphone 0.52/0.61 0.43/48 0.52/0.56
Text+Metaphn 0.78/0.78 0.45/0.50 0.59/0.61*
Text+Metaphn+Latt - 0.45/0.51 0.59/0.63**

Table 1: Performance of different feature sets for refer-
ence transcripts and ASR output (mono, tri4b). Results
are cross-fold validation/test accuracy. Significance of
system test accuracy compared to the Text baseline com-
puted with two-sample proportion test. (*p < 0.05, **
p < 0.01).

Text Phone Text+Phn
Reference 0.92/0.87 0.95/0.91 0.98/0.97
mono 0.48/0.13 0.50/0.17 0.51/0.19
tri4b 0.68/0.47 0.71/0.52 0.73/0.56

Table 2: Overall/non-NIL triager recall.

news variety in HUB4. These higher error settings
test the limits of entity linking in noisy ASR.

To find the ASR-corrupted mention string used
for the query q we align the ASR transcript by token-
level edit distance – additions and deletions cost
1, while substitutions cost the Jaccard distance be-
tween two tokens. This is done at both training and
test time, and allows us to evaluate performance of
entity linking features without worrying about errors
introduced by a named entity recognizer on the tran-
scripts.

Entity Linking System Training The entity link-
ing system relies on a linear Ranking SVM objective
(Joachims, 2006), and the optimal slack parameter
C was chosen using 5-fold cross validation over the
training set (C varied from 1 and 5 ×10−5...3). Dur-
ing cross-validation, mention string types were kept
disjoint between the train and development folds.
Ranking was performed over the (up to) 1000 can-
didates produced by triage selected from the TAC-
KBP 2009/10 KB (Mcnamee et al., 2009; Ji et al.,
2010). Using the selected C we trained over the en-
tire training set and evaluated on the test set.

Text Phone Text+Phn T+P+Latt
Reference 0.82 0.82 0.85 0.85
tri4b 0.76 0.62 0.77 0.78

Table 3: Cross validation accuracy evaluated over only
those queries whose correct candidate was output by the
triager for both tri4b and reference.

tri4b Reference
on joseph Don Joseph
ira magazine Ira Magaziner
bob defiance Bob Mathias
gave deforest Dave Deforest
georgia the books George W. Bush’s
george w. porsche George W. Bush
louis freer Louis Freeh
norman monetta Norman Mineta
edward and Edward Egan
keith clarke Nikki Clark

Table 4: Examples of improved linking accuracy.

5 Results

Table 1 reports both the average accuracy for 5-fold
cross validation (CV) on train and for the best tuned
system from CV on test data. The reference test
accuracy is relatively high, but lags behind person
entity linking for written language. When accurate
transcripts are available, entity linking for spoken
language, while harder, achieves just a little behind
written language. However, on ASR transcripts, ac-
curacy drops considerably: 0.77 reference to 0.48
(mono, 71% WER) or 0.55 (tri4b, 51% WER). Our
features improve accuracy for both ASR systems.
Metaphone features do better than Phone features.
Lattice do not show significant improvements, likely
because they help with context but not mentions (see
below.) When combined with text, both metaphone
and phone features do similarly.

The majority of our improvement comes from im-
provements to recall. Table 3 shows the accuracy
of queries for which the triager found the correct
candidate in both the reference transcript and tri4b,
providing a consistent set for comparison. For these
queries, tri4b is much closer to the results obtained
on reference and much higher than the best results
in Table 1. This is encouraging, especially given the
50% WER of tri4b; entity linking accuracy is not se-
riously impacted by noisy transcripts, provided that
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the correct candidate is recalled for ranking.
Table 2 shows the recall of the triager on the ref-

erence, tri4b and mono transcripts. Reference re-
call is quite high, while recall for the ASR systems
is much lower. Here, our features dramatically im-
prove the recall, giving the ranker an opportunity to
correctly score these queries. The challenge of re-
call is that many of the mention strings are incor-
rectly recognized. Table 1 shows the WER of the
mention string and the number of mention strings for
which the recognition is completely correct. Unsur-
prisingly, error rates for mentions are higher than the
overall WER. In short, success on ASR transcripts
is primarily dictated by the effectiveness of finding
candidates in triage, which is much harder given the
low recognition rate. Our features most benefit over-
all accuracy by improving recall.

Finally, Table 4 provides example of improved re-
call: mention strings that are incorrectly recognized
by the tri4b ASR system leading to linking failures,
but are then correctly linked by our improved fea-
tures. These examples demonstrate the effectiveness
of phonetic matching, retrieving the correct “George
W. Bush” when the recognizer output “Georgia the
Books.”

6 Conclusion

We have conducted the first analysis of entity linking
for spoken language. Our new features, which rely
on phonetic representations of words and expected
counts of the lattice for context, improve the accu-
racy of an entity linker on ASR output. Our anal-
ysis reveals that while the linker is not sensitive to
large drops in error rates in the context, it is highly
sensitive to error rates in mention strings, due to a
drop in triage recall. Our features improve the over-
all accuracy by improving the recall of the triager.
Future work should focus on additional methods for
identifying relevant KB candidates given inaccurate
transcriptions of mention strings.
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